INSTALL ELECTRIC LOCATOR BALL OVER LATERAL AT P.L.(TYP-2) MANUFACTURED BY 3M

REDUCER(MAY NOT BE PRESENT)

SERVICE PIPE

EXIST. SERVICE TO BE CAPPED

FURNCO TYPE COUPLING WITH STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS WITH 5/16" SECURING NUTS

PROPERTY LINE

VARIES

EXIST. SERVICE TO REMAIN

SEWER MAIN

DOUBLE WYE BRANCH

PLUG

4" TWO-WAY CLEANOUT(SCH40)

NOTE:
SERVICE TO BE CAPPED AS CLOSE TO R/W LINE AS POSSIBLE

SEWER MAIN

SERVICE PIPE

30' L.R. BEND

REDUCER(MAY NOT BE PRESENT)

FURNCO TYPE COUPLING WITH STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS WITH 5/16" SECURING NUTS

INSTALL ELECTRIC LOCATOR BALL OVER LATERAL AT P.L.(TYP-2) MANUFACTURED BY 3M

SINGLE WYE PLAN

SEWER SERVICE LATERAL DISCONNECTION DETAILS
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